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Abstract
Switch 2.0 is an open-source platform for planning transitions to low-emission electric power systems, designed to
satisfy 21st century grid planning requirements. Switch is capable of long- and short-term planning of investments
and operations with conventional or smart grids, integrating large shares of renewable power, storage and/or demand
response. Applications include integrated resource planning, investment planning, economic and policy analyses as well
as basic research. Switch 2.0 includes a complete suite of power system elements, including unit commitment, part-load
efficiency, planning and operating reserves, fuel supply curves, storage, hydroelectric networks, policy constraints and
demand response. It uses a robust, modular architecture that allows users to compose models by choosing built-in
modules a` la carte or writing custom modules.
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1. Motivation and significance
Climate change mitigation requires electric power sys-
tems to achieve deep emission cuts by mid-century while
serving increasingly electrified transport and heating sec-
tors [1, 2]. Power system infrastructure lasts for many
decades, so capacity planners must already consider this
transition. Meanwhile, the cost of renewable power and
storage are falling below fossil fuels [3, 4, 5] and ubiqui-
tous computation is enabling “smart grids” to reschedule
demand to help balance intermittent wind and solar power
[6, 7]. These changes create a planning challenge of un-
precedented complexity: how to select the optimal portfo-
lio of intermittent and controllable power sources, storage,
transmission and demand response, to move toward 100%
renewable power over the coming decades, while maintain-
ing an exact balance between supply and demand every
hour?
To meet this challenge, power system stakeholders—
utilities, transmission operators, regulators, environmental
and consumer organizations and academic researchers—
need general-purpose power system planning software with
five interrelated capabilities: multiple investment steps
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over several decades, sequential modeling of individual
hours of operation, detailed modeling of unit commit-
ment decisions for generators, user-extendability, and low-
cost or open-source licensing. In this paper, we introduce
Switch 2.0, the first power system model to include all of
these elements in a single package, enabling a broad range
of users to confidently plan 21st century power systems.
Below, we discuss each of these capabilities and the
contributions of previous software, summarized in Table
1. We cannot include a complete list of useful features or
models, so we focus on an important subset. Note that
each of the capabilities is provided by some previous soft-
ware, but Switch 2.0 is the first to provide all of them
simultaneously. This new fusion is essential, because omit-
ting any of these elements significantly impairs planning
for high-renewable power systems.
Multiple investment periods and Inter-hour relation-
ships. Co-optimizing capacity investment decisions for
several periods over a multi-decade horizon—rather than
making a single-step investment plan—reduces the risk of
creating stranded assets in an evolving grid [40]. Further,
operational decisions should be modeled during chrono-
logical sequences of timesteps within many study days.
This allows direct modeling of choices that depend on the
sequence of hours within a single day, such as unit com-
mitment (slow and expensive power plant start/stop de-
cisions), when to charge and discharge finite storage, or
when to schedule time-shiftable demand within the day
Preprint submitted to SoftwareX October 19, 2018
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Table 1: Feature comparison among leading electricity capacity plan-
ning models
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TIMES/MARKAL [8, 9] 3 - 3 -
NEMS [10, 11, 12, 13] 3 - -
ReEDS [14] 3 - n/a
LEAP + OseMOSYS [15, 16] 3 - - 3
Balmorel [17] 3 - - -
E4 Simulation Tool [18] 3 - -
US-REGEN (non-UC mode) [19] 3 3 n/a
US-REGEN (UC mode) [19] 3 3 n/a
Oemof [20, 21] 3 3 3
URBS [22, 23] 3 - 3
PyPSA [24] 3 3 3 3
Palmintier and Webster [25] 3 3 -
Stiphout et al. [26] 3 3 -
O’Neill et al. [27] 3 3 -
GenX [28] 3 3 n/a
PLEXOS LT Plan [29, 30, 31] 3 - - -
Switch 1.x [32, 33] 3 3 - - -
RESOLVE [34, 35] 3 3 - - 3
RPM [36, 37] 3 3 3 n/a
NEWS/WIS:dom [38, 39] 3 3 ? ?
Switch 2.0 3 3 3 3 3
3 fully supported
- partially supported (see text for details)
n/a model is not available to outside researchers
? information not available
[41, 31, 42, 40, 25, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47]. Modeling these ac-
curately will become more important as the power system
moves toward 100% renewables and resources adapt inten-
sively to each day’s weather conditions. Meeting both of
these requirements is computationally difficult. A number
of capacity planning models use multiple investment peri-
ods but don’t model sequential timepoints within each day,
impairing their ability to study unit commitment, stor-
age and demand response [8, 10, 14, 15, 17, 18, 30, 31];
others use a single planning step with hour-by-hour time-
series [20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. The PLEXOS model in
long-term planning mode [31] uses hourly resolution for
peak days, but only 1-2 blocks on all other days, obscur-
ing the year-round view. Version 1 of Switch pioneered
the combination of multiple investment periods and inter-
hour behavior in a single model, by using multiple, sepa-
rate sample timeseries per planning period [32]. Resolve
[34], based on Switch 1, uses the same approach, and two
newer models—RPM [36] and WIS:dom [38]—use a similar
approach. Switch 2.0 introduces a more general, flexible
version of this approach.
Generator unit commitment. Power plant unit
commitment—decisions about the “lumpy” and slow
start/stop behavior of conventional power plants, and
the inefficiency of operating at part-load—significantly
restrict power system flexibility and drive the cost of
providing operating reserves [48]. This is increasingly
important as power systems ramp conventional plants
more intensively to counterbalance intermittent renew-
able power [31, 42, 40, 41, 49, 26, 47, 25]. Unit commit-
ment is omitted or simplified in many long-term models
[8, 10, 14, 15, 17, 18, 32, 34]. However it must be mod-
eled directly for some pressing questions, e.g., to find the
optimal balance between batteries, demand response and
partly loaded generators to provide reserves for uncertain
renewable power. Several new planning models include di-
rect modeling of unit commitment and operating reserves
[19, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 32, 34, 36, 38]. (PLEXOS
LT Plan also includes these, but is limited by coarse time
sampling [31].) Switch 2.0 adds full unit commitment ca-
pabilities to the Switch framework.
User-defined extensions. For many studies, users need
to add new technologies or subsystems to planning mod-
els, e.g., to study hydrogen networks, advanced demand
response, or heat and power distribution systems. Some
existing models have a formal framework for user ex-
tensions [8, 20, 24]. Others are not available to the
public, making customizability moot [14, 19, 28, 36], or
allow some extensions but not fundamental changes to
the model [29]. Open-source models allow free revision
[15, 17, 18, 22, 32, 34], but often only by creating new
forks of the whole model for each change. Syncing these
forks and sending changes back to the main model is diffi-
cult, impairing innovation and reuse. One of the strongest
features of Switch 2.0 is an exceptionally flexible, mod-
ular architecture that allows users to arbitrarily extend
the model, share new features between projects, and eas-
ily contribute new elements back to the main codebase.
This framework also allows plug-and-play selection among
built-in modules, so users can reconfigure models with no
new code at all.
Low-cost or open software. Low-cost or open-source
planning models allow small research groups, nonprofits
or residents of less wealthy countries to evaluate new tech-
nologies, policies and plans, ensuring that more voices are
heard and better solutions are found. Open-source soft-
ware supports replication of research findings and agree-
ment among stakeholders [50, 40, 51, 52]. A number of
planning models are only available for use by their au-
thors and partners (although model formulations are some-
times available to the public) [14, 19, 28, 36, 25, 26, 27].
Commercial models may cost more than $25,000/year [29],
excluding less-wealthy stakeholders. Several models are
released as open-source software that runs within lower-
cost commercial optimization environments, making them
more accessible [8, 10, 17, 18]. Switch 2.0 joins a small
group of open-source models with no proprietary depen-
dencies [15, 20, 22, 24, 34], allowing use by the broadest
possible range of users.
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2. Software description
2.1. Software Architecture
Switch 2.0 is a Python package that can be installed
via standard Python package managers or directly from
its Github repository. Installation instructions are at
http://switch-model.org. Switch uses the open-source
Pyomo [53] optimization framework to define models, load
data and solve instances. Models can be solved using any
optimization software compatible with Pyomo, which in-
cludes most commercial and open-source solvers.
Switch 2.0 uses a fine-grained, modular approach to
define power system models, which allows the formula-
tion to be easily customized for the needs of each study.
This modular architecture reflects the modularity of actual
power systems, where individual elements operate inde-
pendently but contribute to the system’s total costs and
power balance. Core modules in Switch define spatially
and temporally resolved balancing constraints for energy
and reserves, and an overall system cost. Separate mod-
ules represent components such as generators, batteries
or transmission links. These modules interact with the
overall optimization model by adding terms to the shared
energy and reserve balances and the overall cost expres-
sion. They can also define additional decision variables
and constraints to govern operation of each technology or
subsystem. This allows technologies to be packaged in
plug-and-play modules that participate as fully integrated
components of the overall model.
Each built-in or user-supplied Switch module is imple-
mented by creating a Python module file that defines one
or more standard callback functions that will be called at
each stage of generating and solving a model: defining and
parsing command-line arguments, defining model compo-
nents, defining costs or energy balance equations that are
shared between modules, loading data from an input direc-
tory, and performing post-solve functions. These functions
are detailed in the Supplementary Material.
Users configure the model by creating a text file con-
taining a list of modules to be used. At runtime, Switch
loads each module and runs through definition, compila-
tion, solution, and export stages, calling callback functions
of each module in turn, starting with core modules to de-
fine the basic framework, followed by specialized modules
to define custom technologies or policies.
This system is highly flexible, making it easy to add or
subtract from the codebase, typically without having to
modify the built-in modules. Basic extensions are simple
to write, and advanced modules have an unlimited abil-
ity to extend the model. By changing the choice of mod-
ules, users can also switch easily between distinct modeling
modes, such as running a sparse capacity-expansion model,
followed by a more detailed production-cost assessment of
the proposed portfolio.
2.2. Software Functionalities
Figure 1 presents the subpackages and modules that
are included in Switch 2.0. The key modules and subpack-
ages are summarized below. A complete mathematical for-
mulation of the model is provided in the Supplementary
Material, and thoroughly documented source code may be
inspected in the model repository.
Timescales. This module defines three timescales for
decision making: periods of one or more years where in-
vestment decisions are made, timepoints within each pe-
riod when operational decisions are made, and timeseries
that group timepoints into chronological sequences. Time-
points within each timeseries have a fixed duration speci-
fied in hours, and timeseries have a fixed weight that de-
notes how many times this type of series is expected to
occur in the corresponding period. This approach can rep-
resent any standard time structure: a load duration curve
(many one-hour timeseries per planning period), a collec-
tion of sample days during each period (several one-day
timeseries), or an 8760-hour timeseries as typically used
by production cost models (a single, year-long timeseries).
Financials. This module defines the objective function
and financial parameters for the model. Other modules
may register investment or operational cost components
with this module. Switch then minimizes the net present
value of all costs over the entire study.
Balancing. This subpackage defines load zones, geo-
graphic regions with load timeseries in which energy sup-
ply and demand must be balanced in all timepoints. Other
modules may register power injections or withdrawals with
the power balance constraints. An optional Unserved Load
module allows imbalances with a user-specified penalty per
unit of energy. This package also includes subpackages and
modules for Planning Reserves, Operating Reserves and
Demand Response, which are described in more detail in
the Supplemental Material.
Generators. This subpackage defines all possible gen-
eration projects. The Core subpackage describes con-
struction and operation constraints and decisions for all
projects standard thermal generators or renewables with-
out storage. A simple economic dispatch may be cho-
sen via the No Commit module, or a full unit commit-
ment formulation can be incorporated through the Com-
mit subpackage. Generators may be assigned a single en-
ergy source or allowed to switch optimally between fuels
in order to meet targets for emissions or renewables.
Additional power sources may be implemented via op-
tional modules in the Extensions subpackage within the
Generators package. The Storage module defines a generic
framework for storage technologies, such as pumped hydro,
batteries, flywheels, and others. This formulation permits
independent sizing of energy and power elements. The Hy-
dro System module represents a cascading water network
operating in parallel with the energy network, whereas
the Hydro Simple module merely enforces average water
availability for each sampled timeseries. Switch 2.0 of-
fers both linearized unit commitment and mixed-integer
3
Energy Sources
Fuel Costs
Policies
Generators
Core Extensions Transmission
Transport
Balancing
Demand ResponseOperating Reserves
Switch Model
rps simple
carbon policies
properties local t&d
simpleareas
spinning reserves
simple
markets
load zones
unserved load
build
dispatch
build
dispatch
no commit
operate
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hydro system
storage
financials
timescales
Commit
fuel use
discrete
planning reserves
alternative modules
spinning reserves
advanced
Figure 1: Package and module structure of Switch 2.0. Blue boxes are subpackages, green boxes are modules.
unit-commitment via the Commit subpackage and Com-
mit.Discrete module. When using the Commit subpack-
age, users may also optionally provide multi-segment heat
rate curves, minimum up and down times and startup costs
and energy.
Switch aggregates generators into generation
“projects”. These are stacks of one or more similar
generating units in the same transmission zone, but not
necessarily at the same site. Capacity can be added
to each generation project in different years, and then
portions of the available capacity are committed or
dispatched as needed. This approach significantly reduces
model size.
Transmission. Switch offers several approaches for rep-
resenting transmission network capabilities. The most ba-
sic strategy is to use a single-zone (copperplate) formu-
lation, which ignores restrictions on spatial transfer of
power. Alternatively, a transport model can be used to
represent transmission capabilities in a simplified manner
[32, 8, 54]. In a transport model, the study region is di-
vided into zones which are internally well-connected but
have constrained connections (flowgates) to neighboring
zones. The size of each flowgate and the amount of power
transfer are decision variables. Transport models are de-
signed to approximate the capabilities of the network and
the cost of improvements without modeling the electrical
behavior of the network directly. They provide an attrac-
tive balance between granularity and tractability in ex-
pansion models, because they use only linear terms, even
when network expansion is considered. Switch uses a cop-
perplate model by default, or a transport model can be
adopted by using the Transport subpackage of the Trans-
mission subpackage.
The optional Local T&D module within the Transmis-
sion subpackage represents power transfers from the zonal
node to customers, as well as distributed energy resources.
This module enables a simplified consideration of the im-
pact of distributed generation, efficiency or demand re-
sponse on distribution network investments or losses.
Energy Sources This subpackage defines fuel and non-
fuel energy sources. Fuel costs can be either represented by
a Simple flat cost per period or through a Markets module
which supports supply curves and regional markets which
may or may not be interconnected. These are important
for power systems that may need to switch to new energy
sources such as biofuels or LNG in order to meet strict
targets for renewables or emissions
Policies This subpackage defines investment and op-
erational policies. Current modules include enforcing a
Simple RPS (Renewable Portfolio Standard) and Carbon
Policies, such as carbon taxes and caps. Investment or
production cost credits can be modeled by adjusting fixed
or variable costs.
Testing. Switch uses an automated testing framework
to support quality assurance and control as users develop
code. The testing framework includes a mix of unit, in-
tegration, and regression tests. This helps ensure that
changes to the model formulation don’t introduce bugs
that break existing models, allowing faster and more ro-
bust evolution of the codebase.
3. Illustrative Example
In 2015, the State of Hawaii adopted a 100% renewable
power target by 2045. Here we use Switch 2.0 and datasets
prepared for a forthcoming study of that transition, to as-
sess the potential benefits of obtaining operating reserves
from several different types of battery and/or demand-
side response. This is an important question for engi-
neers and policymakers planning the transition to a 100%
renewable power system, and can be addressed directly
using the combination of long-term modeling, chronologi-
cal daily modeling, unit commitment, operating reserves,
storage and customizability offered in Switch 2.0. We are
not aware of any other published models that can address
these questions directly.
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This study uses assumptions from the Hawaiian Elec-
tric Company’s latest integrated resource plan [55]; model
configuration and data are available from ref. [56].
There are four types of lithium-ion batteries: contingency-
oriented batteries can make 10 deep cycles per year and
regulation-oriented batteries can make up to 15,000 shal-
low cycles per year. Neither of these can provide bulk
load-shifting from hour to hour. However, load-shifting
batteries can provide 4 or 6 hours of energy storage and
complete up to 365 cycles per year. Peak demand could
be reduced up to 10% via demand response.
In this case study, we use Switch 2.0 to answer sev-
eral questions about these resources. (1) If load-shifting
batteries could provide contingency and/or regulating re-
serves while charging or discharging, how much money
would that save? (2) How much money could be saved per
household by implementing demand response as a simple
load-shifting service? (3) How much more could be saved
if demand response also provided contingency and regu-
lating reserves?
To address these questions, we ran Switch using these
standard modules:
• timescales,
• financials,
• balancing.load_zones,
• energy_sources.properties,
• generators.core.build,
• generators.core.dispatch,
• reporting,
• energy_sources.fuel_costs.markets,
• generators.core.proj_discrete_build,
• generators.core.commit.operate,
• generators.core.commit.fuel_use,
• generators.core.commit.discrete,
• generators.extensions.storage,
• balancing.operating_reserves.areas, and
• balancing.operating_reserves
.spinning_reserves_advanced.
These comprise Switch’s core formulation plus the fol-
lowing elements: discrete-sized generators, detailed unit-
commitment, two-way flow for batteries, regional fuel mar-
kets, and spinning reserve targets. The formulation of
these modules and the Hawaii reserve rule are detailed
in the Supplementary Material. We also used several
modules from a hawaii subpackage, to define options for
fuel market expansion, demand-response, electric-vehicle
charging and operating rules for some individual genera-
tors.
We used Switch’s scenario-solving system to define five
scenarios: (1) ”battery bulk”: load-shifting batteries only
provide bulk inter-hour load-shifting, not reserves; there
is no demand response (DR), and electric vehicles (EVs)
charge at business-as-usual times; (2) ”battery bulk and
conting”: same as ”battery bulk”, but load-shifting bat-
teries can also provide contingency reserves; (3) ”battery
bulk and reg”: same as ”battery bulk and conting”, but
load-shifting batteries can also provide regulating reserves;
(4) ”DR bulk”: same as ”battery bulk and reg” plus DR
can provide bulk load-shifting (i.e., the model can move
up to 10% of demand from each hour to any other hour,
provided it doesn’t raise demand by more than 80% in
any hour), and EVs charge at optimal times each day; no
reserves from DR or EVs; (5) ”DR bulk and reg”: same
as ”DR bulk”, but DR and EVs can also provide up and
down contingency and regulation reserves equal to the dif-
ference between the amount of load scheduled each hour
and the minimum and maximum allowed loads.
We then used Switch to select the optimal investment
plan for each of the five scenarios, with investment deci-
sions made every five years from 2020 through 2045. For
these scenarios, we considered 12 sample days during each
period, using weather from the 23rd day of each month in
2008. Costs are scaled as if each sample day were repeated
152 times, filling out the five-year period.
Figure 2 shows the optimal generation and storage
portfolios selected in the five scenarios. From this brief
study, we can draw several useful conclusions:
(1) Obtaining contingency reserves from load-shifting
batteries is not likely to provide large savings (only about
$225 per customer on an NPV basis); this is because con-
tingency batteries make up only a small share of the sys-
tem’s assets, and are relatively inexpensive per MW of
capacity.
(2) Obtaining regulating reserves from load-shifting
batteries is financially attractive (additional $615 savings
per customer). These savings occur because this control
strategy reduces the need to build dedicated batteries for
regulation.
(3) Inter-hour load shifting via demand response (e.g.,
in response to real-time pricing) could save an additional
$1,850 per customer, an attractive option.
(4) Providing regulation and contingency reserves from
demand response saves only an additional $159 per cus-
tomer. The savings come mainly from a small reduction
in the need for regulating batteries. This may not be cost-
effective, unless this service can “piggyback” on the price-
based response infrastructure.
4. Impact and Conclusions
Switch 2.0 is an open-source platform that can per-
form power system studies such as investment planning,
production cost simulations, or economic and policy anal-
yses. Its modular architecture allows users to formulate
and solve models with customized features and varying
levels of complexity. Software best practices such as em-
phasizing readability of code, automated testing, embed-
ded documentation, and review processes allow effective
collaborative extension of modules. All of these charac-
teristics make Switch an ideal platform for researchers,
educators, students, nonprofit organizations and members
of industry to study evolving power systems.
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Figure 2: Generation and storage capacities in five scenarios.
Switch 1.0 and 2.0 have been used by researchers at sev-
eral universities and nonprofits to analyze the evolution of
power systems in many regions and countries. These in-
clude the Western Electrical Coordinating Council (west-
ern portion of the United States and Canada with part of
Mexico), Chile, Hawaii, Mexico, China, Nicaragua, Japan,
Kenya, East Africa, and Peru [32, 33, 57, 58, 2, 59, 60, 61].
More recently, several projects have advanced in tan-
dem with Switch 2.0, and improvements from those
projects have been incorporated into the Switch 2.0 code-
base. Here we give three examples of active areas of re-
search with Switch 2.0. Each of these studies is made
possible by the unique combination of temporal scale,
operational detail, customizability and transparency that
Switch 2.0 offers.
Renewable Expansion in Chile. Switch 2.0 is being used
to investigate optimal expansion of renewables in Chile’s
relatively high-hydro power system. The study spans from
2020 to 2040 and includes 20 load zones, 23 transmission
corridors, and 107 generation projects. Some are exist-
ing projects that may be expanded with new units and
some are proposed projects that have no existing capacity.
Hydroelectric projects are either located at a water reser-
voir or act as run-of-river plants (see the Supplementary
Material for an illustration). This hydraulic network mod-
eling structure was implemented in [62] as a user-defined
module, and has since been integrated into the main code
repository.
Hawaii Renewable Energy Planning. In 2015, Hawaii
adopted legislation requiring its electric utilities to reach
100% renewable power by 2045. Switch has taken a cen-
tral role in planning to meet this target. Hawaiian Electric
Company (HECO) used RESOLVE, based on Switch 1.x,
to develop its first integrated resource plan after the RPS
was adopted [55]. In parallel with this, stakeholders used
Switch 2.0 to evaluate and critique this plan and offer al-
ternatives [63, 64, 65]. This work led to consensus that it
would be cost-effective to add several hundred megawatts
of additional wind and solar to the company’s 5-year plan
(in a 1200 MW power system), significantly accelerating
the State’s move from high-cost oil to lower-cost renew-
ables.
Demand Response. Switch 2.0 is especially well-suited
to studying the use of price-responsive demand to help
integrate renewable power. To support this, Switch 2.0 in-
cludes an advanced demand response module that can find
equilibrium between the power system design and any con-
vex demand system. This has been used for studies of the
economic benefits of real-time pricing in a high-renewable
power system [66, 67], and the effect of improved timing
of electric vehicle charging on the design and operation of
high-renewable power systems [68].
Validation. Switch 2.0’s production-cost capability
has been benchmarked against the industry-standard GE
MAPS model and found to agree closely for 18 renewable
adoption scenarios in Oahu and Maui [69].
Future work. Future work will focus on parallel so-
lutions across large regions and many timesteps, modules
for DC and AC power flow, more definitions of operational
reserves, case studies of stochastic programming, and
preparation of public, national datasets. Efforts are
also underway to expand the research community built
around Switch and foster international collaboration and
discussion. Switch-Mexico researchers have also been
prototyping a graphical web interface [70].
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Required Metadata
Current code version
Current executable software version
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Nr. Code metadata description Please fill in this column
C1 Current code version 2.0.0
C2 Permanent link to code/repository used for
this code version
https://github.com/switch-
model/switch/releases/tag/2.0.0
C3 Legal Code License Apache-2.0
C4 Code versioning system used git
C5 Software code languages, tools, and ser-
vices used
python, Pyomo
C6 Compilation requirements, operating envi-
ronments
python 2.7
C7 If available Link to developer documenta-
tion/manual
http://switch-model.org
C8 Support email for questions Matthias Fripp <mfripp@hawaii.edu>
Table 2: Code metadata (mandatory)
Nr. (Executable) software metadata de-
scription
Please fill in this column
S1 Current software version 2.0.0
S2 Permanent link to executables of this ver-
sion
https://pypi.org/project/switch-
model/2.0.0/
S3 Legal Software License Apache-2.0
S4 Computing platforms/Operating Systems BSD, Linux, OS X, macOS, Microsoft
Windows, Unix-like
S5 Installation requirements python 2.7; pip or git
S6 If available, link to user manual - if for-
mally published include a reference to the
publication in the reference list
http://switch-model.org
S7 Support email for questions Matthias Fripp <mfripp@hawaii.edu>
Table 3: Software metadata (optional)
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